
Helping farmers improve 
productivity for over 50 years

GRADER BLADES





KIWI PRODUCTS BUILT TO SUIT NZ FARMS!
The thing about Kiwis is that we like to put things to 
the test; none more so than the Kiwi farmer! 
For the last 50 years the Pearson team have been 
building tractor implements and farm equipment that 
can stand up to those tests.

Our range of loaders, grader blades, and tractor 
implements have earned their rightful reputation as 
the toughest, longest-lasting option. Every product in 
the Pearson range is made at our Matamata factory 
and each step in the production process from design, 
through to blasting and painting is undertaken in-house 
to ensure the finer details are done right!

The Pearson grader blade range is designed to be 
hard-wearing and suited to most tasks on the farm. With 
years of experience building grader blades we can safely 
say that your Pearson grader blade will stand the test of 
time!

LOADERS GRADER BLADES BUCKETS IMPLEMENTS

EXPLORE OUR FULL RANGE

www.pearsonengineering.co.nz



 Central, body mounted levelling wheel
 - manual adjustment

 Central, body mounted levelling wheel 
 - hydraulic adjustment

 Twin levelling wheels mounted directly   
 to blade ends – manual adjustment

Model Width (Mm) Power Range Weight (Kg)

Mega - 2.7m 2,700 120+ 752

Mega - 3.0m 3,000 120+ 776

Mega - 3.3m 3,300 120+ 806

Mega - 3.6m 3,600 120+ 829

Pearson Mega Grader Blades have been built for high horsepower tractors and are designed to tackle the 
biggest jobs. The Mega model is the crème de la crème of blades and all the extra features and added 
protections you could want from a top-quality grader blade.

Designed to last longer

We’ve taken extra steps to ensure the Mega Grader Blades can endure a long life of everyday use. Mega 
Grader Blades are designed with a deep boxed moldboard for extra rigidity and are fitted with heavy-duty, 
extra-strong rams with 35mm greaseable pins at all ram pivot points. We also use replaceable Teflon DX 
bushes on all rotating pin parts to minimise wear on core componentry.
 
These units are fitted with short sacrificial blades at the end for easy replacement and all blades are double-
edged for double the life. Head pins and moldboard pins are oversized (60mm and 100mm respectively) for 
extra strength.

Practical features for greater usability

Mega Grader Blades have a large blade turn table for greater stability and up to 130kg of ballast can be 
added to the blade to ensure perfect level finishes. These blades come standard with three rams and have 
two options for levelling wheels; one is a wheel centrally mounted to the main body, whilst the other has two 
wheels that are mounted directly to the back of the blade ends, ideal for when an increased level of finish is 
required.

GRADER BLADES

MEGA GRADER BLADE

OPTIONS



Multi Labarith Turn Table

35mm DX Bush Pin

Protected Grease NippleReinforced Blade Post

GRADER BLADES

MEGA GRADER BLADE

Mounting for 
single or dual 
wheels

All pins 35mm 
DX bushed 
protected 
grease nipples

Replace high wearing 
tips seperately

Add Ballast for 
increased down-force

Hard piped hydraulics

60mm headstock pin

Double clevis 
cat 3 linkage

100mm Pivot Pin



Pearson Mighty Grader Blades are ideal for track maintenance, backfilling, landscaping and vee draining. 
The hydraulic versions are particularly versatile.

Practical and easy to use

Pearson Mighty Grader blades are designed to be easy to use, the double clevis mounting to the tractors 
3-point linkage ensures the full tractor horsepower can be transferred to the blade. This enables excellent 
engagement in all three adjustment areas; angle, camber, and offset. The back of the blade is clear so there 
is less chance of damage when reversing. The mighty blade also allows for the moldboard to be turned 
180 degrees and used as a bulldozer blade when pushing backwards with the tractor. All blades have fully 
reversable cutting edges.

These blades have a well-formed mouldboard offering excellent cleaning ability. Mighty blades are also able 
to be fitted with a heavy-duty industrial strength levelling wheel to help you achieve a top quality finish.

When the job is done you can also easily detach and leave standing upright using the parking leg which 
comes as a standard feature.

Super strong for a longer life

Mighty Grader blades have several life-extending features that protect them from the harms of everyday 
wear and tear. We use Super-strong, re-tensionable, greasable angle/pivot pins for long life and Monocoque 
chassis for extra strength.

Using a 50mm pivot pin. Industrial heavy-duty levelling wheel. Reinforced mouldboard to the outside edge for 
strength and durability.

Model Width (Mm) Power Range Weight (Kg) Reach (Mm) Angle (Max) Camber (Max) Offset Angle

Mighty - 
Manual 2100 70-120 500 1760 +/- 40º 36º 37º

Mighty - 1 Ram 2100 70-120 520 1910 +/- 40º 36º 37º

Mighty - 2 Ram 2100 70-120 530 1910 +/- 40º 36º 37º

Mighty - 3 Ram 2100 70-120 540 1910 +/- 40º 36º 37º

Mighty - 
Manual 2400 70-120 520 1760 +/- 40º 36º 37º

Mighty - 1 Ram 2400 70-120 540 1910 +/- 40º 36º 37º

Mighty - 2 Ram 2400 70-120 550 1910 +/- 40º 36º 37º

Mighty - 3 Ram 2400 70-120 560 1910 +/- 40º 36º 37º

GRADER BLADES

MIGHTY GRADER BLADE

 Levelling wheels (manual or hydraulic options)

 3rd service electric options

 Manual version or 1, 2, or 3 hydraulic rams  
 available

Tractors with Cat.3 Quicklink lower link require 
modified mounting plates. Please advise at the 
time of purchase

Blade angle relative to tractor = offset angle plus 
set angle

OPTIONS NOTE



GRADER BLADES

MIGHTY GRADER BLADE

Large turntable

Levelling wheel

Boxed blade

Reversable 
blade

Monocoque 
body design

Double clevis

Bolt on 
cutting edge

Deep curve rolls 
material forward

Triangulated 3 point 
linkage headstock



We use our Pearson grader blade regularly; it is well built, and no doubt will last longer than me. 
I highly recommend the levelling wheel -it’s perfect for getting a smooth finish.
- Tony, Matamata

Very good cutting edge and simple to use. 
I have used grader blades when I was younger, and this one is excellent. 
I am very impressed. 
- Murray, Opito Bay

Pearson grader blades are built strong, easy to use and low maintenance 
with easy access to grease points. 
- Matt, Bay of Plenty

A good machine. Easy to use, is strong, and works great. Don’t think I’ll be breaking it anytime soon. 
- Liam, Waikato

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

All Pearson implements are made at our factory in Matamata and we control every step of the process; 
including blasting and painting finished products.

Pearson Slate Grey John Deere Green

*extra fees may apply.

COLOUR OPTIONS





NEW ZEALAND MANUFACTURERS 
OF LOADERS AND IMPLEMENTS SINCE 1970.
Pearson Tractor Implements are made by Kaimai Steel and have been a farmer favourite since 1970. 
Kaimai Steel are based in Matamata, the centre of the Waikato farming community. Pearson loaders, 
implements, effluent handling equipment and grader blades have stood the test of time, both in terms of 
quality and innovative new designs. We are able to supply not only products to suit current tractor models, 
but also other models that are still in operation.

Physical 48 Mangawhero Road 
Address        Matamata 3400 
   
Postal PO Box 212 
Address Matamata 3440 
  
Phone (07) 881 9160

Email  sales@kaimaisteel.co.nz
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Manufactured by:


